19 Microns

**This Week**: 2193
**Change**: -18
**10 Yr. Avg**: 1464

![Graph showing 19 Micron prices over time with metrics]

20 Microns

**This Week**: 2179
**Change**: -18
**10 Yr Avg.**: 1354
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**21 Microns**

- This Week: 2174
- Change: -1
- 10 Yr Avg.: 1323

**Merino Cardings**

- This Week: 1021
- Change: -15
- 10 Yr Avg.: 887

Based on Northern Region Quotes

3/5
The micron premiums are simply the price difference from one micron category to the next (broader) micron. Example: 19 microns is 14 cents higher than 20 micron.